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Key Word
Bitmap
Image
Vector Image
Roasting/Online shaming
Internet Trolls

Know how to find the
basic tools required –
and what they can
do. Hover over icons
to see other menus

Get to grips with
each of the common
tools so that they can
be used to maximum
effect when making
or changing an image

Live streaming

The number of pixels contained on a display monitor

.jpg

The extension used for picture files that are saved using a
specific lossy algorithm. Lossy algorithms reduce the size of
the image by discarding parts of the picture that are similar
in colour

.png

The extension used for pictures that are saved using a
specific Lossless algorithm. Lossless algorithms reduce the
size of the image by reducing repeat pixels using a formula

.psd

The extension used for pictures saved by the program
Photoshop

Pixels
Opacity
Airbrushing
Hacker

Correct Setup using all the elements of a new
page is important

An image that has been stored using a grid of squares
called pixels
An image that has been stored using a sequence of
mathematical statements that place lines and shapes in a
specific space

Resolution

Downloading and Malware
Online reputation

Definition

Stands for Pixel Element and it is the smallest part of any
bitmapped picture.
When used in Photoshop it defines how transparent a
picture is.
Using a graphics package make small changes to an image
to increase its attractiveness or conceal an unwanted parts.
A person who uses computer technology to gain
unauthorised access to systems for a variety of reasons.
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Rules for an Effective PowerPoint

Cyber Bullying

Sensible use of Social Media –its forever and
leaves a Digital Footprint

Laws protecting Computer users in the UK
1 Data Protection Act—more details here
2 Computer Misuse Act—more details here
3 Copyright Designs and Patents Act—
more details here
Other Laws that Protect us not directly related to computers
4 The Malicious Communications Act 1988—
more details here
5 Harassment Act 1997—more details here

Passwords and Password Security

